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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome everyone, my name is Sandy Erickson with the International Assoc of Forensic Nurses where I serve as the grant coordinator for the ISAAC project.  I will talk a little more about that and introduce you to our speaker in a moment, but first we want to take a minute to talk about ZOOM  thank Brianne and Marikate from ta2ta for hosting the platform and tech support for our webinar. Thank you! Also here from IAFN is Kerri Knadle, the assistant on the ISAAC project.  She will be monitoring the chat for questions and comments today.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We would like to start our time together with gratitude.  Please take a quick moment to find the chat box and share a word of gratitude with everyone.Such as:  I, am grateful today for clean water… sunshine… friends… helpful co-workers…      Thank you all for sharing.



Audio
Audio and Video Recording

This webinar will be 
recorded.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This training is being recorded and will be posted for viewing later, so please feel free to let others know about it.  If you are watching this webinar today on one screen with others, please send us a list of all who are viewing, and also make sure to share the evaluation link with them.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, welcome everyone, my name is Sandy Erickson with the International Assoc of Forensic Nurses, Grant Coordinator on the ISAAC project. IAFN is the recognized authority on forensic nursing and our goal is to promote universal access to forensic nursing care for patients impacted by Violence and Trauma. We have over 6500 members worldwide in 32 countries. The ISAAC project, which stands for Indigenous Sexual Assault and Abuse Clearinghouse, offers technical assistance, training and education to all providers serving sexual assault survivors in Tribal Communities.  Our website, ISAAConline.org,  gives you access to information and resources on sexual assault, including the webinar presented here today.  



July 15:  Connection Between Trauma and Health Disparities

August 19:  Traditional Healing of Trauma: Prevention and 
Response

Visit www.isaaconline.org/thirdthursday to learn more and 
register today.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 3rd Thursday webinar series is scheduled through the end of 2021, and the next few are available for registration. This series is being provided in collaboration with our Partners: the Office On Violence Against Women, the Alaska Network on Domestic Violence & Sexual Assault, and the Alaska Native Women’s Resource Center.

http://www.safeta.org/thirdthursday
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A  P R O J E C T  O F  T H E

This project was supported by Grant No.2019-SA-AX-K001 
awarded by the Office on Violence Against Women, U.S. 
Department of Justice. The opinions, findings, conclusions, and  
recommendations expressed in this presentation are those of the 
author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the 
Department of Justice, Office on Violence Against Women or the 
International Association of Forensic Nurses.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today’s webinar is made possible by funding from the Office On Violence Against Women, for which we are incredibly grateful.The opinions, finding, conclusions, and recommendations expressed in this presentation are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Department of Justice, the Office On Violence Against Women or the International Association of Forensic Nurses.



Text your zip code or your 
city and state

(separated by a comma) to:
1-855-917-5263 

A bot will respond with 
the names of the
Native lands that 

correspond to that region.

Land Acknowledgment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we would like to take a moment for land acknowledgment.  For ALL people in all communities, land acknowledgment is a powerful way of showing respect, appreciation, and honor to the Indigenous Peoples of the land on which we live and work.  Acknowledgment is a simple way to resist the erasure of Indigenous histories and work towards inviting the truth.If you don’t already know about the land you are on, you can find out by following the instructions on this screen.  I have lived the majority of my life on Dena’ina land in Anchorage, Alaska. My father was Choctaw from Colorado and my mother who is German/Dutch from Kansas, got on a bus right out of high school and came to Alaska, where my parents met in 1946. I am very grateful to them for making Alaska our home. 



Today’s Speaker

Christina Love (she/her)
Christina, an Alaska Native woman from Chitina, is a 
consultant, a recovery coach and a civil & human 
rights activist dedicated to systems change and 
healing centered care, through her work with Alaska 
Network on Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault 
(ANDVSA). 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And now it is my pleasure to introduce today’s speaker, Christina Love.Christina is an Alaska Native woman from Chitina.  She is a consultant, a recovery coach and a civil & human rights activist.  Christina is dedicated to systems change and healing centered care, through her work with the Alaska Network on Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault.Thank you for being here today, Christina!



A resource designed to help service providers and policy makers feel educated
and empowered about the subject of addiction and trauma

Christina Love
Senior Specialist

Alaska Network on Domestic Violence & Sexual Assault
(907) 586-6551

Clove@andvsa.orgCreated by ANDVSA

Understanding the Nexus 
of Sexual Violence and the 

Science of Addiction 



OVERVIEW

• Survivors of violence impacted by addiction
• The definitions of addiction
• Science of addiction
• Drugs and the brain 
• Progression of addiction
• Cycle of addiction
• Genetic & environmental risk factors Created by ANDVSA



Former Surgeon General

Dr. Vivek Murthy 
Surgeon General 2014-2017

“We need a cultural shift in how                                                           
we think about addiction.

For far too long, too many in our country                                        
have viewed addiction as a moral failing”

Created by ANDVSA

Dr. Vivek Murthy



How we got here…

• Science began studying addiction behavior in the 1930’s

• People addicted to drugs were thought to be:
o Morally flawed
o Lacking in willpower 

• These views shaped society’s response: 
o Treating drug abuse as a moral failing, instead of a health problem
o Punishing, instead of preventing or providing care

• The good news? Today: 
o Groundbreaking scientific discoveries have led to valuable information about 

addiction, 
o Making it possible for us to respond more effectively 

• Despite these advances, there’s still a prevailing lack of understanding of addiction

• This presentation services to fill that knowledge gap by providing scientific information 
about the disease of drug addiction

Created by ANDVSA



Who is impacted by addiction?

MEDICAL SOCIAL ECONOMIC CRIMINAL JUSTICE

The consequences of drug abuse are vast and varied,                                           
and affect people of all ages:

• Babies 
• Adolescents
• Adults 
• Parents
• Grandparents

Created by ANDVSA



Addiction Overview

Created by ANDVSA



Addiction is "a complex disease, often chronic in nature, which 
affects the functioning of the brain and body. 

The most common symptoms of addiction are 
severe loss of control, 
continued use despite serious consequences, 
preoccupation with using, 
failed attempts to quit, tolerance and withdrawal."

What is 
Addiction? 

Source: The National Center on Addiction and Substance AbuseCreated by ANDVSA



Addiction IS a disease.
 Who says so? 

 The American Medical Association
 The American Society of Addiction Medicine
 Studies published in top-tier publications like The New England Journal of 

Medicine

 A disease is a condition that changes the way an organ functions.  

 Addiction:
 Changes the brain on a physiological level
 Alters the way the brain works
 Rewires the brain’s fundamental structure

Created by ANDVSA The New England Journal of Medicine



• Tolerance
• Withdrawal
• Limited control
• Negative consequences
• Neglected or postponed activities
• Significant time or energy spent
• Desire to cut down

Created by ANDVSA

When substance use is considered an addiction 
(i.e.  A Medical Disorder)

Based on the criteria of 
The American Psychiatric Association (DSM-5)  

& World Health Organization (ICD-10)…

…an addiction must meet at least 3 of the following criteria:



Addiction as a Disease

Created by ANDVSA

 Addiction is similar to other 
diseases, such as heart disease.

 Both addiction and heart disease:
 Disrupt the normal, healthy 

functioning of the underlying 
organ

 Have serious harmful 
consequences

 Are preventable and treatable
 If left untreated, can last a 

lifetime

Source: The National Institute on Drug Abuse



Addiction is Treatable
While there is no cure for addiction: 
• There are many evidence-based treatments that are effective at managing 

the illness

• Like all chronic illnesses, addiction requires ongoing management. That 
may include:  

• Medication
• Therapy
• Lifestyle change

• Once in recovery from substance use disorder, a person can go on to live a 
healthy and successful life

Addiction is treatable, and recovery 
should be the expected outcome of treatment.

Created by ANDVSA



Why do people take drugs?
To feel good. 
• To experience feelings of powerfulness, self-confidence, and increased energy (such as 

with stimulants like cocaine)
• To experience feelings of relaxation and satisfaction (such as with opiates)

To feel better. 
• To lessen feelings of distress from trauma, social anxiety, and stress related disorders

To do better. 
• To chemically enhance or improve athletic or cognitive                                                            

performance

Curiosity and “because others are doing it”
• To explore and/or fit in
• Adolescents are particularly vulnerable to the                                                                              

strong influence of peers

Photo by Anyes Galleani
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Why do survivors take drugs?
Some of the reasons include: 
 Because of coercion
 To cope with or block out 

traumatic memories
 To deal with feelings of isolation   

& loneliness
 To improve feelings of self-worth & 

self-esteem
 To harm or punish themselves for 

their sexual/physical abuse
 To cope with mental health issues

Photo by Anyes Galleani

Created by ANDVSA



• At first: 
o people may perceive what seem to be positive effects with drug use. 
o They also may believe that they can control their use. 

• However, drugs can quickly take over their lives.

• Drug users: 
o Reach a point where they seek and take drugs…
o ….despite the tremendous problems caused for themselves and their 

loved ones. 
o May start to feel the need to take                                                                       

higher or more frequent doses (even                                                                       
in the early stages of their drug use)

Photo from GoogleCreated by ANDVSA

If taking drugs makes people feel good or better,                   
what’s the problem?



Is continued drug use a voluntary behavior? 

• The initial decision to take drugs is mostly voluntary. 

• However, when drug use takes over…

• …a person’s ability to exert self control can become seriously impaired. 

• Brain imaging studies from drug-addicted individuals show physical changes 
in areas of the brain that are critical to:
o Judgment
o Decision making
o Learning and memory
o Behavior control

Created by ANDVSA

Photo by Anyes Galleani

Source: The National Institute on Drug Abuse



Nature/Nurture: 
Impacts on Addiction

Created by ANDVSA



Nature & Nurture…
Addiction is a chronic disease similar to other chronic diseases 
such as type II diabetes, cancer, and cardiovascular disease.

• Human studies of addictive behaviors find  BOTH
environmental and genetic influences matter, as well as 
interactions between the two. 

Created by ANDVSA

By Anand C. Paranjpe



Risk Factors 
Addiction  

Biology/Genes
Genetics
Mental Health Disorder
Family History

Environment
Chaotic Home
Witnessing violence
Early physical/sexual abuse
Community
School

Drugs
Early use
Route of administration
Effect of drug itself
Availability 

Brain Mechanisms

Created by ANDVSA



Nurture: The Impact of Adverse 
Childhood Experiences Study (ACE’s)

• Overview of ACEs 
o Vincent Felitti study of thousands of adults through their health 

insurance
o POINT: when certain bad stuff happened in their childhood 

worse physical health outcomes as adults 
• AND worse social health outcomes 

o including substance use
o Not everyone has ACE’s, but when someone does, the likelihood 

that they have multiple ACE’s is really high
o BUT, not destiny…

• National data: www.cdc.gov/ACE

• Alaska data: http://dhss.alaska.gov/abada/ace-ak
Created by ANDVSA

http://www.cdc.gov/ACE
http://dhss.alaska.gov/abada/ace-ak


Protective  Factors 

Resilience

Child/Individual
Genetics
Social & Emotional Skills
Family History
Positive Relationships

Family
Stability
Supportive   Parenting
Strong Family Values
Connection

Acceptance

Social/Community
Education
Support
Economic Security
Empowerment

Brain Mechanisms

Created by ANDVSA



Created by ANDVSA https://it.pinterest.com/pin/354306695673957229/



Created by ANDVSA https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qRyeAL9tAVs

Addiction Overview Summary

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qRyeAL9tAVs





Brain hijack recap…
• The human brain is wired to reward 

us.

• Drugs trigger that same part of the 
brain—the reward system.

• When someone takes a drug, their 
brain releases extreme amounts of 
dopamine.

• The brain overreacts, reducing 
dopamine production in an attempt 
to normalize …this is how the cycle 
of addiction begins.
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Progression of Addiction

Created by ANDVSA



Once someone is addicted, they’re not using drugs to 

feel good — they’re using drugs to feel normal

• Studies have shown that consistent drug use 
severely limits a person’s capacity to feel 
pleasure. at all. 

• Once the brain has been altered by drug use, 
it requires more and more drugs just to 
function at a baseline level.
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Once addicted, 
you lose your power 

to choose…

• As the brain becomes altered by the use of the substance…

• …the person suffering from a substance use disorder eventually loses their 
ability to chose. 

• They are at the mercy of the brain's need.

• This disease is very clever in convincing an individual that picking up a drink 
or using a drug is a very good idea, no matter the consequences.
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Tributes are needed… 

Progression of Addiction: The 5 Stages

Created by ANDVSA



Cycle of Addiction
Emotional Pain 

Craving for 
Relief

Preoccupation 
with Substance 

or Behavior

Substance Use 
or Compulsive 

Behavior
Short-Term Pain 

Relief 
(Numbness)

Negative 
Consequences 
Resulting from 

Behavior

More Pain 
Low Self-Esteem

Depression, 
Guilt, or Shame

Created by ANDVSA Adapted from SAMHSA
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Wrapping up

Created by ANDVSA



Points to Remember
• Drug addiction is a chronic 

disease
• The brain changes over time 

as a result of drug use
• No single factor can predict 

whether a person will 
become addicted to drugs

• Addiction is treatable and 
can be successfully managed

• Addiction is preventable

Created by ANDVSA
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Drug addiction is a brain disease that can be treated!

Source: Nora D. Volkow, M.D. Director of The National Institute on Drug Abuse

No Drug Use
Cocaine Addiction:                               

10 Days                 
Without Cocaine

Cocaine Addiction:                             
100 Days                                         

Without Cocaine

Created by ANDVSA
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NOT WHY THE ADDICTION, 
BUT WHY THE PAIN

GABOR MATE

“Shame and stigma can't coexist with compassion,” 
“If you can create a place for compassion, then you 
create the space where people can actually heal.”

Vicky Dulai



https://encrypted-tbn0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcQbGr3tKFBKEUYbeDryxcuArbq31R1YDI_omrcCgHITSl0lizLNoA
Created by ANDVSA
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Real Tools: Responding to Multi-Abuse Trauma http://www.andvsa.org/realtoolsprint/

National Institute on Drug Abuse. The Science of Drug Abuse and Addiction: The Basics.

Grant B, Saha TD, Ruan WJ. “Epidemiology of DSM-5 Drug Use Disorder Results From 
the National Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions–III.” The Journal 
of the American Medical Association

ASAM. Definition of Addiction

Volkow ND, Koob GF, McLellan AT. “Neurobiologic Advances from the Brain Disease 
Model of Addiction.” The New England Journal of Medicine

Swendsen J, Burstein M, Case B. “Use and Abuse of Alcohol and Illicit Drugs in US 
Adolescents: Results of the National Comorbidity Survey–Adolescent Supplement. The 
Journal of the American Medical Association

The National Center on Addiction and Substance Abuse. Addiction Risk Factors.

“Drugs, Brains and Behavior: The Science of Addiction.” National Institute on Drug 
Abuse

References & Resources
Created by ANDVSA

http://www.andvsa.org/realtoolsprint/
https://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/media-guide/science-drug-abuse-addiction-basics
http://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamapsychiatry/article-abstract/2470680
http://www.asam.org/quality-practice/definition-of-addiction
http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMra1511480
http://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamapsychiatry/fullarticle/1151056
http://www.centeronaddiction.org/addiction/addiction-risk-factors
https://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/drugs-brains-behavior-science-addiction/drug-abuse-addiction


GREAT VIDEOS THAT ALSO EXPLAIN 
ADDICTION…

• What is addiction?  https://youtu.be/qRyeAL9tAVs
• The Choice Argument https://youtu.be/u_scpXuE4rk
• Everything you think you know about addiction is wrong 

https://youtu.be/PY9DcIMGxMs
• The Power of Addiction and The Addiction of Power 

https://youtu.be/66cYcSak6nE
• Transcending addiction and redefining recovery 

https://youtu.be/gzpTWaXshfM
• Addiction 101 https://youtu.be/gzpTWaXshfM

Created by ANDVSA

https://youtu.be/qRyeAL9tAVs
https://youtu.be/u_scpXuE4rk
https://youtu.be/PY9DcIMGxMs
https://youtu.be/66cYcSak6nE
https://youtu.be/gzpTWaXshfM
https://youtu.be/gzpTWaXshfM


Contact Information

Christina Love
Senior Specialist

Alaska Network on Domestic Violence & Sexual Assault
(907) 586-6551

Clove@andvsa.org

Created by ANDVSA

mailto:Clove@andvsa.org


Thank You!
An evaluation will be emailed to all registrants following this webinar. If you 
have several people watching together, please share the link for the 
evaluation with everyone who is in attendance. 

Please also send a list of attendees that have not been formally registered to 
us at IAFN at isaac@forensicnurses.org. 

Next webinar:
“Connection Between Trauma and Health Disparities” 
on July 15, 2021 at 2pm EDT

Visit isaaconline.org/thirdthursday to register today.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, thank you Christina, and thank you ALL for attending today.  Please fill out the evaluation that will be emailed to you. Remember, if you have several people watching today’s webinar together, please share the link for the evaluation with everyone in attendance and send a list of all attendees that have not been formally registered to us at IAFN.  You can send that information to isaac@forensicnurses.orgOur next webinar is “Understanding the Science of Addiction and Sexual Assault”, on June 17th.  Hope to see you all then!Thank you for joining us.We will end recording now and stay on for anyone who has additional questions or comments they would like to share.

mailto:isaac@forensicnurses.org
https://www.isaaconline.org/thirdthursday
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